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The expectation that Covid-19 will
become endemic essentially means
that the pandemic will not end with
the virus disappearing, instead, the

optimistic view is that people will
gain immune protection from
vaccination and from natural

infection - less transmission and
much less Covid-19 related
hospitalisation and death. 
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE

BOARD

Dear Colleagues, 

“WELL DONE!” All of you, Altus Family deserved
this praise. In the last quarter, we saw great
achievements and milestones by our team
members, despite the limitation and movement
restrictions imposed due to Covid-19 pandemic.
 
We had signed the partnership with IIUM on the
development of first ever multi-application
Versatile Amphibian Robot (VAR); We have
signed the exclusive distributorship of multi-
award winning VCI products VAPPRO; We have
organized several CSR programs – playing our
roles in contributing to the society.

We have seen turnaround of our businesses
which giving us hope that we can still achieve
the results that we aim for this year.

All of these were possible because of our spirit,
our behavior, our commitment, and attitude. You
would notice that these achievement and
milestones are a testament of our mission to
create value for our customers. 

The VAR, is a result of our commitment to build
business of the future. Building business of the
future will ensure sustainability for our business.
It also echoes our commitment to always create
value to our customers which means we must
continue finding ways to improvise the solutions
we offer to our customers.

VAPPRO, is a new VCI product that we brought in
to address current market challenges where
there are lack of reliable and cost-effective
products for corrosion and preservation of
assets. VAPPRO will fill in this gap.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR
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MOHAMMAD TAUFIK OTHMAN

This is also fueled by our mission to create more
values to our current asset maintenance and
preservation solutions. We now would be able to
offer our customers a package solution – the
services and the products. 

CSR on the other hand creates value in us and at
the same time benefiting the business. When all
of us involve ourselves in the CSR program, we
learnt more about the community and the
society we are in, and we will learn that life is
bigger than us. We will also feel empowered to
start contributing to a bigger picture. It helps
build our character, our values and encourage us
to be a more responsible person. Eventually, the
company would also benefit from the CSR
program. We would create and increase brand
awareness, company image and reputation.
 
As Malaysia progresses towards endemic phase,
(hopefully no new variant emerged), the worst
may be over soon and the business will return to
normal, albeit in new normal. We hope that all of
us can continue the momentum, the spirit, the
commitment, the attitude and the “A game” that
we had in the last few months, InsyaAllah we will
deliver the results that we aim for this year. 

Thank you. 
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ALTUS  UPDATES 01

Congratulations to Bintulu branch for signing the
Contract Extension Agreement with Bintulu Port Sdn
Bhd!

21 September 2021 marks a memorable day for Altus
Bintulu branch. An outstanding team effort had granted
this team a contract extension with Bintulu Port until
December 2022.

Hard work paid off indeed !! 

#pulunaltuspulun
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VAR  - THE FIRST OF
ITS KIND IN THE
WORLD
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ALTUS-UIA SIGNING CEREMONY

International Islamic University Malaysia(IIUM) and AltusOil & Gas (M) Sdn. Bhd. join
hands in the research, design, and development of the first Versatile Amphibian Robot
(VAR) for commercial marine servicing industry applications.

The partnership was inaugurated on the 9th of July with a Collaboration Research
Agreement signed by Prof. Emeritus Tan Sri Dato’ Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, Rector of IIUM
and Mr. Mohammad Taufik Othman, Group Managing Director of Altus Oil & Gas (M)
Sdn. Bhd..

To update, VAR is now at concept-building stage.

IIUM AND ALTUS SET TO LAUNCH ITS FIRST COLLABORATION PROGRAMME

IN MARITIME STUDY

ALTUS  UPDATES 02
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ALTUS  UPDATES 03

Under the terms of the agreement, Altus will be the authorized distributor of Magna’s award
winning VBCI Products and exclusive strategic partner for mothballing oil and gas
equipment in Malaysia.

Mr. Mohammad Taufik Othman

“As Vappro is an established brand globally,

getting a distributor is an ease, however, getting a

good partner to carry out the mothballing

program is an uphill task. Hence, we are indeed

happy to appoint Altus Malaysia as our strategic

partner to carry out all mothballing projects for

the oil and gas industry with immediate effect” 

Dr. Nelson Cheng

“The partnership with Magna International will

enhance Altus capability greatly to offer

solutions to our customers on Asset Integrity,

Preservation and Maintenance. Altus itself is a

user of VAPPRO VCI products for some of our

offshore assets. We found the products to be

highly effective in preventing corrosions thus

preserving our assets and value for money. With

this exclusive distributorship, we can now share

the benefits and value of the products with our

customers and the industries” 

ALTUS  UPDATES 03
ALTUS-VAPPRO SIGNING CEREMONY

MARINE
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ALTUS  UPDATES 04

BLASTING & PAINTING TRAINING

Congratulations to our CCU
Maintenance & Operations team for
completing the BLASTING & PAINTING
TRAINING successfully!

The Blasting & Painting Training   was
held for 2 days on 6 & 7 September in
Kemaman. Special thanks to certified
trainer Hanif, for sharing his expertise
and knowledge with our team. 

Our team from Kemaman, Bintulu,
Labuan and Johor did very well in the
assessment. These skill trainings have
enhanced the knowledge and capability
of Altus's Maintenance & Operations
team to serve our clients even better.
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ALTUS  CARE 01

Altus Oil & Gas’s Branch in Bintulu Sarawak Gave Out Free Food to Frontliners as a

Show of Gratitude for the Extended Contract With Bintulu Port

"This initiative is a part of Altus 4Fs

(Free Food For Frontliners) CSR

program. Its objective is to express

gratitude towards the frontliners, port

authorities and food riders as they

have been a massive help for AOGM

team during the pandemic and

hopefully this upcoming endemic as

well. Conducting a charity such as

this shows that AOGM understands

the struggle and hustle of everyone

not only in the oil and gas industry

but also in the society as a whole,"

said Mohamad Lazim. 

BINTULU CSR
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ALTUS  CARE 02

We welcome our newcomers with our 3 days of Induction Day to support
them in adjusting to their roles.

 
It's great to see everyone playing an active role in the quizzes.

Congratulations to our Oilfield Sales Manager, Cik Miya for acing the
Business Unit quiz!

 
Welcome to Altus Malaysia!

INDUCTION DAY
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ALTUS  CARE 03

This year, we held 'The Best Merdeka Picture' Contest. And the winner goes to Team Labuan!!

We at Altus are thankful for each year we are granted the chance to live in freedom and
blessings. Every year, we proudly chant "Merdeka! Merdeka! Merdeka!" on this special day, in
remembering the values of independence fought for us by our ancestors. Celebration is a
must, even when we are bound to work and live in quarantine. After all, 'freedom' is also a
sentiment played by our state of mind. Celebrate all good things in life - big or small.

Let us remember that 'Merdeka' is all about independence that we create for ourselves and
the burning passion to keep fighting against all the odds.

SELAMAT HARI KEMERDEKAAN KE-64, MALAYSIA!

MERDEKA COMPETITION
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ABDUL RAFIIK BIN KASBI

MOHD RIDWAN BIN ABDULLAH

NUR HAZWANI BINTI MUSA

ALTUS  CARE 04

Congratulations and thank you to the winners
for their contribution  to Japan Drilling Co &

PEC Ltd. Project!

JOHOR STAFF APPRECIATION AWARD

JOHOR
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ALTUS  CARE 05

On 20th July 2021, Altus Kemaman collectively, has performed a religious responsibility
of Qurban at Surau Hamidiah, Taman Zamina Indah, Geliga. Qurban means to sacrifice.
This sacrificial worship began at the time of Prophet Ibrahim AS, when the incident of
the slaughter of his son, who had been replaced with a goat with the power of Allah
SWT. Since then, it's been a practice to sacrifice an animal such as a cow or camel, and
distribute the meat to the poor people, family, and the neighbours as an act of
obedience solely to Allah and as a sign of gratitude.

Altus is glad to contribute the portion of meat to those in need. We stand to help the
society and be the bridge that connects people.
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